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Dear Sirs, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
I offer you the license (international license) for development and exploitation of the 
SPECTACLES PARASOL / SPECTACLES HAT for HER and HIM. 
 
SKETCH → www.kippex.at/SKETCH_Brillenschirm-Spectaclesparasol.htm  
PROTOTYPE → www.kippex.at/PROTOTYPE_Brillenschirm-Spectaclesparasol.htm  
STOWING-folding-rolling → www.kippex.at/FOLDING-PROTOTYPE_Brillenschirm-Spectaclesparasol.htm  

 
Description SKETCH / PROTOTYPE / STOWING 
The spectaclesparasol-hat (2/3/4/6) offers a light and airy headgear (sun protection/UV 
protection/weather protection) detachably attached(6) to (sun)spectacles, which between the head 
and the spectaclesparasol allows a distance / hissing space. → Head contact, which is often 
perceived as unpleasant, can thus be avoided, such as sweating, itching, feeling of pressure, etc. 
The use of bendable-elastic-flexible materials makes it possible to align the spectaclesparasol as 
desired against sunlight (Fig2/Fig3), and to stow it in a space-saving manner (in handbag-bathing 
bag...), for example by folding / rolling up / or pop-up systems as in beach shells - beach tents, etc. 
 
Components made of ultralight materials 
SKETCH / PROTOTYPE  
 

1) External Framework(2)  
The external framework (2) is made of pliable-elastic-flexible materials (e.g. wire, fiberglass, etc.). It 
can be dimensioned and shaped as desired, (e.g. circular, oval-→round / rectangular→square / 
umbrella-roof-shaped → flat-vaulted, etc.) 
2) Covering(4) 
For the covering (4) of the external framework (2), weatherproof materials are used (UV-filtering / 
waterproof, etc.).  
The covering(4) offers  
a) an artistic-pictorial-picturesque design surface (print, etc.)  
b) ADVERTISING SPACE + COMPANY- LOGO  
c) combination of a) +b) etc. 
3)Connecting arms(3) 
The connecting arms (3) are made of pliable-elastic-flexible materials, (e.g. wire, fibreglass, etc.). The 
length can be chosen at will, with the proviso that contact with the head can be avoided. A telescopic 
mechanism is also an option. - The number of connecting arms can be chosen at will depending on 
material and stability requirements. 
 
4) Fixing element(6) 
The fixing element(6) enables an easily removable fixing-docking of the connecting arm(3) on the 
spectacles temple(1), for example by means of sliding, plugging, clipping, clamping, magnetic closure, 
velcro closure, joint, ...etc. 
 
● Connecting the parts 
The parts of the spectacleparasol-hat (2/3/6) are connected with each other by, soldering, welding,  
sliding on, plugging in, gluing, joint(s), etc. 
 
● Stowing-space saving → STOWING → www.kippex.at/FOLDING-PROTOTYPE_Brillenschirm-Spectaclesparasol.htm  



The spectacleparasol - hat can be stowed away in a space-saving way in a handbag-bathing 
bag...etc. (e.g.: by folding, rolling up, or pop-up systems as in beach shells - beach tents, etc.) 
 
● Security tape optionally 
A spectacles strap or hat band can optionally serve as a safety device (e.g. from spectacles or 
spectaclesparasol reaching under the chin or the back of the head). - Attachment: Sliding on, clipping 
on, etc. as already done with safety straps for glasses. 
 

☺☺☺☺ I am confident that I can offer your designers a challenge with the " spectaclesparasol-hat ",  
to set new accents regarding an innovative headgear for HER and HIM. 
 
With kind regards 

Anton Leitner 

a.leitner@kippex.at 
 
 
► Presentation market appearance: 
 a) Spectaclesparasol for already existing (sun)glasses 
 b) SET: Spectaclesparasol  + (sun)glasses 
► Price: 
With low production costs, the spectaclesparasol-hat (especially beach-spectaclesparasol) should be  
 affordable for everyone (except brand designer pieces) 
► Distribution:  
Commercial chains for leisure articles: Department stores / sporting goods retail / Hofer (Austria-
Germany) / Lidl (Austria-Germany)  
Onlineshops 
Fashion houses for Designer Pieces 
Tourism industry: Goody when booking / travel agencies / airlines → parasol-covering = advertising 
space → colourful Design + company logo 
 


